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Tuning Conformation and Properties of Peptidomimetic Backbones through Dual N/Cα-Substitution


We demonstrate that changing the backbone between peptides, peptoids and the underexplored dual N/Cα-substituted peptoids analogues allows for control over the preferred conformation of the intrinsically disordered biomimetic oligomers. The conformation tunability is directly probed by Electron Paramagnetic Resonance (EPR), and is shown to manifest itself in differences in the nanoparticle-oligomer hybridization propensity.

Structured proteins and peptides adopt well-defined functional conformations that are determined by their primary amino acid sequence. In contrast, non-structured peptides exist in a multitude of different conformations span what is known as their conformational space, determined by the primary sequence. Peptides are also essential building blocks in composite and bio materials, in which the ability to control the peptide conformation is crucial for the rational design and control of their function. Here, approaches to achieve tunability over the peptide conformational space without changing the sequence of the chemical side chain groups displayed is desirable for biomedical to biotechnological applications. For example, Reches and Alemán have recently demonstrated through single molecule force spectroscopy, molecular simulations, and alanine scanning that the interactions between the peptide sequence QPASSRY and flat inorganic mica surfaces are dominantly dictated by the conformation of the peptide. The conformational space of an unstructured peptide is largely defined by the constraints imposed by its backbone. One possible solution for expanding the conformational space, without affecting the desired side-chain chemistry is the use of peptidomimetics, such as the peptoids (poly-N-substituted glycines) class. Peptoids are excellent examples of peptidomimetics with an alternative, more flexible, backbone.

Fig 1. Analogous series of peptide, peptoid, and DS-peptoid backbones and their relative mean distance distributions reflecting the overall conformations.

that, in addition, possess promising biochemical properties, such as protease resistance and increased cell permeability. Despite obvious benefits, peptoids suffer from the lack of rigidity and chirality that can reduce their affinity and specificity towards biological targets. Here we demonstrate that a fine control over the oligomer conformational space can be achieved with a new class of N/Cα-disubstituted (DS) peptoids, where both NH and Cα positions are functionalized (Fig 1) to controllably increase the rigidity, and reintroduce chirality. The DS-peptoid units are mildly nature-modified in terms of their length, compared to β-peptides or γ-peptides (where α-, β- and γ-carbons constitute the peptide backbone), and maintain their chirality in contrast to peptoids or D-peptides, while offering a platform to achieve enriched chemical diversity through their side-chain sequence. In addition, we demonstrate as a proof of concept, that these differences in the conformational space have implications in the propensity of the three oligomer types to either stabilize or promote aggregation of gold nanoparticles (AuNPs). We examined the conformational space of an octapeptide sequence,
A 1:1 (v:v) mixture of H2O/DMSO was chosen as the solvent, as all “neutral” chemical property that is neither strongly by comparison between X-ray and NMR techniques. Here, a molecules in solution at room temperature, as was verified samples present a snapshot of the conformations adopted by octamer series were also synthesized. The oligomers were functionalized with a nitroxide radical spin-label on both termini. The nitroxide spin label was chosen to be minimally disturbing: it is small compared to commonly used fluorescent labels, and is chemically benign given the lack of charge and its hydrophobic nor hydrophilic. Here, the nitroxide label allows for dual comparative EPR studies of the conformational space of peptidomimetics and AuNPs aggregation studies. In order to characterize the differences in conformational space adopted by these molecules in solution, we carried out pulsed EPR DEER measurements. DEER measurements are performed on rapidly frozen samples at 85 K. Well-vitrified samples present a snapshot of the conformations adopted by the molecules in solution at room temperature, as was verified by comparison between X-ray and NMR techniques. Here, a 1:1 (v:v) mixture of H2O/DMSO was chosen as the solvent, as all oligomers were fully soluble in this composition, and since this solvent mixture is known to vitrify efficiently. Further experimental details are available in the SI.) For each molecule, a distance distribution was reconstructed from the DEER data, with the mean of the distance distribution reflecting the overall extension of the molecules in solution, and width of this distribution reflecting the conformational flexibility. Fig 3A shows the obtained distance distributions from the peptide (orange), peptoid (green) and DS-peptoid (purple) octamer samples. The data shows that the peptoid adopted the most compact assembly with a mean distance of d = 20.5 Å and the narrowest distance distribution of σ = 8.3 Å. The peptide displayed the largest mean distance of d = 23.0 Å and the broadest distance distribution of σ = 11.0 Å, while the DS-peptoid showed intermediate behavior with a mean distance of d = 22.0 Å and distance distribution of σ = 9.0 Å. Notably, all three distance distributions are broad compared to literature reports for oligomers with well-defined secondary structure, confirming that all three octamers are intrinsically disordered. Since the side chains and their order were kept identical, the observed variations in the experimental end to end distance probabilities solely originate from differences in the nature of the backbone. In general, oligomers with a higher tendency for trans configuration around the amide bonds adopted more extended conformations, as is the case with peptides and DS-peptoids. In contrast, the peptoid octamer adopts a more compact conformation, likely due to a relative increase in cis configurations around the amide bonds. The DS-peptoid octamer falls in between, as both cis/trans options are viable given its alternating sequence. The comparison of the different conformational space adopted by the different classes of peptidomimetics presents a fundamental evaluation of their different backbones, which can be utilized to tune their functional properties in different applications. To confirm the observed trend, the trimer sub-series was also examined. For such short oligomers DEER experiment is not applicable, however short interspin distances (d < 17 Å) manifest themselves in the CW EPR spectra of vitrified samples displaying characteristic dipolar broadening. The extent of the dipolar broadening depends on the distances present in the sample, with shorter distances resulting in larger spectral broadening. The spectra for all three trimers are significantly broadened as compared to the 3CP free radical and the monolabeled peptide (Fig 3B). The observed trend in spectral broadening correlates with the trend for trimer distances in the order of peptide > DS-peptoid > peptoid, in agreement with the
trend observed for the octamer oligomers. Note, that the spectra of the mono-labeled peptide is comparable to that of the 3CP radical, confirming that the samples are well dispersed and no aggregation apparent.

Fig 3. (A) DEER distance distributions obtained for the peptide, peptoid, and the DS-peptoid octamers. (B) Low temperature CW EPR of the trimer series overlaid with the mono-labeled peptide and 3CP free radical. Insets: Zoom in of high-field region. (The detailed analysis of the CW EPR spectra is available in the SI). The expected distances for the pentamer series fall in between the applicability of DEER and CW-EPR methodologies, complicating their evaluation. The analysis of the pentamer series data is presented in the SI (Fig. S6), and is still consistent with the observations drawn for the trimer and octamer series. In order to understand how the differences in the preferred conformation for these oligomers manifests themselves in their function, their propensity to stabilize or induce aggregation of gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) was explored. Nitroxides have been demonstrated to preferentially adsorb to AuNPs upon exchange with the weaker citrate ligand, and the spin-spin exchange interaction between the radical’s unpaired electron and the conduction-band electrons of the AuNPs proposed to mediate this binding.25–27 We used the AuNP's localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) as a sensitive tool28 to track particle-particle proximity by using UV-vis spectroscopy.29,30 Nitroxide labelled oligomers can be treated as bivalent ligands that can either promote AuNPs aggregation or stabilize individual particles. Previously, it was shown that multi-valent pyridyl small molecules with varying geometries induce different levels of aggregation of AuNPs that correspond to the binding site accessibility.30 In a similar way, the different backbone conformation may affect the nitroxide termini accessibility, and hence the propensity to stabilize individual particles or promote AuNPs aggregation via crosslinking.

AuNPs were synthesized by the Turkevich method leading to citrate-capped AuNPs in aqueous solutions (d=12.1 ± 1.1 nm, see SI for details). The dual-nitroxide-labeled oligomers (dissolved in acetonitrile) were added to an aqueous solution of AuNPs. Upon reaction, the intensity of the single LSPR absorption band at $\lambda_{\text{max}}=518$ nm was reduced, while the intensity of the coupled LSPR band at $\lambda_{\text{max}}=600-645$ nm was increased, congruent with the formation of particle-particle assemblies (Fig 4, A-C). Interestingly, a similar trend for aggregation propensity was observed for all oligomer lengths: peptoids < DS-peptoids < peptides, with no aggregation propensity detected with the pentamer and octamer peptoids.

Notably, no significant change in the LSPR absorption was observed when only acetonitrile was added or when mono-labeled peptide trimers were mixed with AuNPs (Fig 4A, and SI). We hypothesize that for the pentamer and octamer oligomer series, the more rigid and extended peptide conformation gives rise to higher accessibility of the two nitroxide termini to substrates, resulting in a more efficient cross-linking between different AuNPs and leading to their aggregation. In contrast, the flexibility of the peptoids results in more compact conformations that are less efficient in facilitating the cross-linking between particles, perhaps by adopting a more entropically favorable bivalent binding to a single AuNP. Similar effects of promoting single AuNP stabilization was observed by others for highly-flexible peptides with high-Glycine content.31 The contribution of additional stabilization by π interaction with the AuNP surface is plausible.32,33

Interestingly, similarly to what was observed with oligomer conformations, DS-peptoids also display intermediate aggregation propensity. The fact that DS-peptoids induce some aggregation, but lack H-bonds donors along the backbone (as opposed to peptides), suggests that the backbone conformation is a dominant factor in controlling the stabilization/aggregation trends. As for the trimer series, the sequences are too short to substantially fold or render the nitroxide radical inaccessible, resulting in significant aggregation with all three oligomers.30,32,33 Despite the widespread use of peptidomimetics for a variety of applications, only a few studies have examined the potential of using peptoid-inorganic NP hybrids.34 Zuckermann and Robinson demonstrated the stabilization of AuNPs for DNA co-adsorption,35 with Maayan and Liu reporting on the controlled assembly of AgNPs using
peptoids. Further exploration and tunability is needed in this area—this study presents one possible strategy for this purpose.

In summary, the potential of tuning the peptides and their composite properties was demonstrated by changing the peptidomimetic backbone. The results showed that peptoids are more compact, and their peptide counterparts more extended. The DS-peptoid class yields intermediate properties between that of peptides and peptoids. We demonstrated how these fundamental differences manifest themselves in the propensity for gold nanoparticles to aggregate. Furthermore, the distinction found in the hybridization behaviors of peptide and peptidomimetic oligomers provides an elegant approach that can be utilized for designing bio-inorganic hybrids for biotechnological applications using different sequential and/or inorganic surfaces.
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